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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report provides guidance for a safety-grade natural circulation

cooldown of the Watts Bar nuclear plant. The operational guidance

provided in this report has been developed to be consistent with the

transient analysis provided in the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Natural

Circulation Cooldown Evaluation Program Report (Reference 1). This

transient analysis evaluated and demonstrated the ability of Watts Bar

to achieve a safe shutdown condition (i.e., hot standby with subsequent

natural circulation cooldown to cold shutdown) assuming the limited set

of plant systems and equipment available for the safety-grade natural

circulation scenario.

Operational guidance for the safety-grade natural circulation scenario

has been developed to closely parallel the operational guidance

included in the Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG) Emergency Response

Guidelines (ERGs) for response to reactor trip and natural circulation

cooldown to cold shutdown. The ERGs for reactor trip response and

natural circulation cooldown are developed for use by operators in the

control room and assume that normal operational systems are available.

Consequently, guidance for the safety-grade natural circulation

scenario has been developed to utilize alternative operational

strategies to accommodate the unavailability of several normal

operational systems that are used in the ERGs, including the

unavailability of:

o Normal Letdown (i.e., normal or excess letdown)

o Reactor Makeup Control System

o Pressurizer Heaters
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This guideline is ES-O.5, Natural Circulation Cooldown Without Letdown,

and is based on guideline ES-O.2, Natural Circulation Cooldown.

Guideline ES-O.5 includes contingency operator actions to address

failure of the reactor makeup control system and pressurizer heaters as

well as failure of the CRDM fans (which is already addressed in

guideline ES-O.2). New guideline ES-O.5 is also developed to provide

guidance for single failures such as the unavailability of steam

generator(s) for plant cooldown.
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SAFETY-GRADE NATURAL CIRCULATION COOLDOWN

2.1 EVALUATION OF EXISTING NATURAL CIRCULATION COOLDOWN GUIDANCE

The present natural circulation cooldown for Watts Bar is reflected in

the Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs), including the procedures for

reactor trip response and natural circulation cooldown, which are based

on the Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG) Emergency Response Guidelines.

The WOG generic guidelines for reactor trip response and natural

circulation cooldown use normal operational systems. The WOG

guidelines were not developed to generically address the requirements

in Branch Technical Position RSB 5-1 and do not provide guidance for

the situation where only safety-grade systems are available.

Consequently, existing guidance in the Watts Bar EOPs is not sufficient

for safety-grade cold shutdown.

An evaluation of operator functions has been performed to scope the

operational strategy changes needed to achieve cold shutdown if normal

operational systems are unavailable. Table 2-1 provides a summary of

operator functions that need to be accomplished to control the reactor

coolant system (RCS) and secondary system during plant cooldown. Under

each function, the normal operational system capabilities that the

operator would use (based on the Watts Bar procedures) are specified.

Also identified in Table 2-1 are alternative systems capabilities not

presently utilized in the procedures but potentially available for use

in a cold shutdown. The systems capabilities that are safety-grade on

Watts Bar are asterisked in Table 2-1. Table 2-1 shows that some

functions cannot be performed in the normal manner if only safety-grade

systems are available. Consequently, the normal and alternative system

capabilities need to be evaluated in order to define the optimal use of

plant systems to achieve a cold shutdown under conditions where only

safety-grade systems are available.

3641T-l:bfh-092890
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Additional insight into the implications of not having normal operational

systems available can be gained by a more detailed review of the operator

functions identified in Table 2-I. To address Branch Technical Position RSB

5-1, the use of systems that are not safety-grade must be justified or

alternative systems must be used. Each operator function is discussed

below:

o RCS Boron Concentration

The operator does not have normal systems capability for control of RCS

boron concentration since the RCS makeup control system is not

safety-grade. Alternative safety-grade capability such as emergency

boration from the Boric Acid Tank (BAT) or the Refueling Water Storage

Tank (RWST) must be used.

o RCS Inventory

The operator does not have normal systems capability for control of RCS

inventory. Although safety-grade RCS seal injection capability is

available, letdown and excess letdown capability are not available. A

safety-grade reactor vessel head vent is available for letdown but its

use should be restricted to minimize potential discharge of reactor

coolant to the containment. An additi.onal potential letdown path is the

RCP seal leakoff system. If RCP seal injection is terminated, the seal

system will leak coolant from the RCS, with leakage flow rate dependent

on RCS pressure and temperature.

o RCS Pressure

The operator does not have normal systems capability for RCS pressure

control. Although safety-grade pressurizer power operated relief valves

(PORVs) are available to reduce pressure, pressurizer heaters are not

available to increase and maintain pressure. The pressurizer heaters are

assumed unavailable because the heaters do not meet the physical

separation criteria.
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o RCS Temperature

The operator does not have normal systems capability for RCS temperature

control. Steam generator PORVs and the Residual Heat Removal (RHR)

system are available to control RCS temperature in the active portions of

the RCS. However, the control rod drive mechanism (CRDM) fans are not

safety-grade and are not available for heat removal from the reactor

vessel upper head. Also, the pressurizer heaters are not available to

provide heat addition to the pressurizer. Consequently, safety-grade

temperature control for the inactive portions of the RCS is not

available. This inability to control temperature in the pressurizer and

reactor vessel upper head may result in potential void formation in the

upper head or, alternatively, may necessitate the reactor vessel head

vent path be used to cool the upper head and prevent void formation.

o Secondary Inventory

The operator does not have normal systems capability for control of

secondary inventory since the Condensate Storage Tank (CST) is not

safety-grade. However, an unlimited safety-grade backup source for the

Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) system is available from the Essential Raw

Cooling Water System (ERCWS). The transfer from the CST to the ERCWS is

via qualified automatic logic to maintain adequate NPSH at the auxiliary

feedwater pumps.

o Secondary Pressure

The operator does have normal systems capability for control of secondary

pressure since the steam generator PORVs are available.

To further illustrate where operational strategies may differ due to the

unavailability of normal operational systems, Table 2-2 and Table 2-3

identify the high level steps associated with response to a reactor trip and

natural circulation cooldown, respectively, based on the Westinghouse ERGs.

Several of these steps that use non-safety-grade systems are identified by

asterisks and the non-safety-grade systems are identified under the high

level steps.
3641T-1:bfh-092890 - 5 -



In addition to the requirement to use only safety-grade systems, Branch

Technical Position RSB 5-1 requires that systems used to achieve cold
shutdown be capable of tolerating the most limiting single failure.

This requirement necessitates additional operational strategy changes.

* For example, operator functions to control secondary pressure and

secondary inventory utilize safety-grade systems as described above.

However, the need to address single failures in these systems requires

the postulation that one (or more) steam generator(s) may not be
* available for plant cooldown since auxiliary feedwater flow to or steam

release from the steam generator may not be available. Plant cooldown
with one or more steam generators unavailable is not presently
addressed in the existing cold shutdown operation strategies and

procedures.

Alternative operational strategies and operational guidance need to be
developed for taking the Watts Bar plant from normal operating
conditions to cold shutdown when normal operational systems are
unavailable. The alternative operational strategies and operational
guidance need to be integrated into the present procedures so that the

operator first attempts to use normal systems to the extent that they
are or can be made available. Alternative safety-grade systems will be

incorporated into the procedures as contingencies that are employed
only if necessary to achieve cold shutdown conditions.

.For each operator function, Table 2-4 identifies the major equipment
available for taking the plant to cold shutdown under natural
circulation conditions, including identification of the equipment used

for a normal natural circulation cooldown.

2.2 SAFETY-GRADE COLD SHUTDOWN SCENARIO

The systems required to go from hot standby to cold shutdown under the
requirements of Branch Technical Position RSB 5-1 have been evaluated
in Watts Bar SER Section 5.4.3, June 1982. The major equipment used in
the safety-grade cold shutdown scenario per the SER Section 5.4.3 are

identified in Table 2-4.
3641T-1 :bfh-092890-6



DEFINITION OF WORST CASE SCENARIO

A review of the major equipment available for achieving cold shutdown

for safety-grade cold shutdown permits the definition of a worst case

set of equipment. This worst case set of equipment is also identified

on Table 2-4. The worst case cold shutdown scenario resulting from

this limited set of equipment is one that must be performed without

normal RCS boration, inventory and pressure control capability.

Definition of an operations strategy to accomplish cold shutdown for

the worst case scenario is provided in the next section.
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TABLE

OPERATOR FUNCTIONS AND

2-1

SYSTEMS CAPABILITIES

RCS BORON CONCENTRATION

Normal

RCS Makeup System

Alternative

*RWST/Boration

*BAT/Emergency Boration

(RCS Temperature)(1)

RCS PRESSURE

Normal

Pressurizer Auxiliary Spray
*Pressurizer PORVs

Pressurizer Heaters

Alternative

(RCS Temperature)(1)

(RCS Inventory)(1)

(1) Thneo nnwn:+nv f,,nrt

RCS INVENTORY

Normal

Charging

Letdown

Excess Letdown

Alternative

*Safety Injection

*RCP Seal Injection

RCP Seal Leakoff

*RV Head Vent

RCS TEMPERATURE

Normal

*Steam Generator PORVs

*RHR System

CRDM Fans (Upper Head)

Alternative

*RV Head Vent

innv 2len fl~fl'kJ~rIfl 2ltfl2t4Ua r2fl21Vi
1

i+V fn~.*II~J~ u~. I UCI~ 11* V 1' MU ~I IUM~ I W~ II I IUI

control.

Safety-Grade
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TABLE 2-1 (Continued)

OPERATOR FUNCTIONS AND SYSTEMS CAPABILITIES

SECONDARY INVENTORY SECONDARY PRESSURE

Normal Normal

Condenser/Main Feedwater Condenser Steam Dump Valves
*Auxiliary Feedwater *Steam Generator PORVs

CST

Alternative

*Essential Raw Cooling Water System

* Safety-Grade

3641T-1 :bfh-092890
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TABLE 2-2

EMERGENCY RESPONSE GUIDELINE

ES-O.1 REACTOR TRIP RESPONSE (REVISION IA)

1. Check RCS Average Temperature - Stable or Trending to

2. Check FW Status

3. Verify All Control Rods Fully Inserted

* 4. Check PRZR Level Control

- use letdown, excess letdown and charging

* 5. Check PRZR Pressure Control

use PRZR heaters

6. Check SG Levels

7. Verify All AC Buses - Energized by offsite Power

8. Transfer Condenser Steam Dump to Pressure Control Mode

9. Check RCP Status - At Least One Running

10. Check If Source Range Detectors Should Be Energized

11. Shutdown Unnecessary Plant Equipment

*12. Maintain Stable Plant Conditions

- use letdown, excess letdown and charging

- use PRZR heaters

13. Determine if Natural Circulation Cooldown is Required

*Steps that use non-safety-grade systems
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TABLE 2-3

EMERGENCY RESPONSE GUIDELINE

ES-O.2 NATURAL CIRCULATION COOLDOWN (REVISION WA)

1. Try to Restart an RCP

* 2. Borate RCS to Cold Shutdown Boron Concentration (Normal Boration with

VCT Makeup Control)

- use letdown, excess letdown, charging and RCS makeup system

3. Verify Cold Shutdown Boron Concentration by Sampling

* 4. Check VCT Makeup Control System

- use letdown, excess letdown, charging and RCS makeup system
* 5. Verify All CRDM Fans - Running

- use CRDM fans

6. Initiate RCS Cooldown to Cold Shutdown

7. Check RCS Hot Leg Temperature - Less than 550OF

8. Depressurize RCS to Allow Block of PRZR Press SI

9. Block SI Actuation

10. Maintain the Following RCS Conditions

11. Monitor RCS Cooldown

12. Initiate RCS Depressurization

13. Continue RCS Cooldown and Depressurization

14. Check Steam Void in Reactor Vessel

15. Check If SI Should Be Locked Out

*16. Maintain Letdown Flow

- use letdown

17. Maintain Required RCP Seal Injection Flow

18. Check If RHR Can Be Placed In Service

19. Continue RCS Cooldown to Cold Shutdown

20. Continue Cooldown of Inactive Portion of RCS

21. Determine If RCS Depressurization Is Permitted

*Steps that use non-safety-grade systems
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TABLE 2-4

MAJOR EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE FOR COLD SHUTDOWN

NATURAL CIRCULATION COLD SHUTDOWN SCENARIOS
OPERATOR FUNCTIONS AND

MAJOR EQUIPMENT NORMAL SAFETY-GRADE

RCS BORON CONCENTRATION CONTROL

1. BAT X X
2. Transfer Pumps X X
3. Gravity Drain
4. RWST X X

RCS INVENTORY CONTROL

1. Charging
a) Centrifugal X X

Pump "A" or "B"
b) P.D. Pump

2. Letdown
a) Normal Letdown X
b) Excess Letdown
c) Head Vent X
d) Seal Leakage

RCS PRESSURE CONTROL

1. PRZR PORVs X
2. PRZR Spray
3. Auxiliary Spray X
4. PRZR Heaters X

RCS TEMPERATURE CONTROL

1. Core Temp.
a) SG PORVs X
b) Steam Dump X
c) RHR System X X

2. R.V. Head Temp
a) RCPs
b) Head Vent X
c) CRDM Fans X
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TABLE 2-4 (Cont.)

MAJOR EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE FOR COLD SHUTDOWN

NATURAL CIRCULATION COLD SHUTDOWN SCENARIOS
OPERATOR FUNCTIONS AND

MAJOR EQUIPMENT NORMAL SAFETY-GRADE

SECONDARY INVENTORY CONTROL

1. System
a) AFW x
b) Normal FW X

2. Water Supply
a) CST X
b) ERCWS x

SECONDARY PRESSURE CONTROL

1. SG PORVs x
2. Steam Dump X

3641T-1 :bfh-092890 - 13 -



DEFINITION OF COLD SHUTDOWN OPERATIONS STRATEGY

To define alternative strategies necessary to achieve cold shutdown

using systems available for the worst case scenario, the operator

functions have been evaluated to determine how they are *impacted by the

unavailability of normal operational systems and equipment. A review

of Table 2-1 indicates that the functions of Secondary Inventory and

Secondary Pressure control can be performed by the operator using

safety-grade equipment. However, the operator functions of controlling

RCS boron concentration, RCS inventory, RCS pressure -and RCS

temperature are impacted to various extents by the unavailability of

normal operational systems.

2.4.1 Description of Unavailable Systems

To further evaluate these operator functions and to identify changes in

operational strategies, the major areas where systems unavailability

affects the operational cold shutdown strategy are discussed below:

2.4.1-.1 Letdown. Letdown availability has major impact on both the RCS

boron concentration and RCS inventory operator functions. Present

procedures rely on letdown availability (normal or excess letdown)

in order to borate the plant while at hot standby conditions.

Boration is accomplished by making up to the RCS with borated water
at higher concentrations than existing RCS boron concentration.

During the makeup process, letdown is utilized to control RCS
inventory to the desired value, thus permitting RCS boron

concentration to be controlled independently of RCS inventory. By
adjusting make~up (i.e., charging) and letdown, RCS boron

concentration can be changed while RCS inventory is independently

controlled to either increase, decrease or maintain constant RCS

inventory.

3641T-I:bfh-092890 -1- 14 -



In addition to affecting the RCS boron concentration operator

function, letdown availability affects the RCS inventory operator

function in that any inventory input to the RCS without letdown

results in a net increase in total RCS inventory. This is

especially important during plant operations over an extended time

period since it is undesirable to totally stop RCS makeup. This

undesirability is due to the Reactor Coolant Pumps (RCP) which

utilize a controlled seal leakage system designed to operate at

relatively low temperatures compared to RCS temperature. Cooling of

the'RCP seal system is normally provided by inventory makeup from

the charging system. A nominal flow of 8 gpm is delivered to the

RCP Number 1 seal. Three (3) gpm normally leaks up through the seal

system and is returned via seal leakoff to the charging system.

Five (5) gpm nominally enters the RCS through the RCP labyrinth

seals, thus, adding inventory to the RCS. This small inventory

addition is easily accommodated by the letdown system when it is in

service or can be accommodated in the pressurizer via level increase

during periods of limited time duration when letdown is not in

service. For Watts Bar, if letdown is not available, nominal seal

injection flow to four RCPs will result in an increase in

pressurizer level of approximately 10% per hour. Consequently,

continued RCP seal injection for long periods of time without

letdown will result in filling of the pressurizer.

Finally, letdown availability also affects the RCS pressure operator

function which is interrelated with RCS inventory. With letdown

unavailable, any makeup into the RCS to permit RCS boration or RCP

seal cooling will result in a net increase in RCS inventory and an

increase in pressurizer level. Through increasing pressurizer

level, the pressurizer steam space is compressed and RCS pressure is

increased. Alternatively, any decrease in pressurizer level will

result in a decrease in RCS pressure, due to expansion of the steam

space. This phenomena was demonstrated during the natural

circulation testing at Diablo Canyon.
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If letdown is unavailable, plant cooldown can provide the operator

with partial control of RCS inventory and RCS pressure. Contraction

of the RCS occurs during plant cooldown from hot standby to cold

shutdown conditions. This phenomenon is due to the density

difference that exists in the RCS at hot conditions and cold

shutdown conditions. As the RCS is cooled, the fluid density in the

RCS increases, resulting in a decrease in RCS fluid volume. During

a normal plant cooldown with charging and letdown capability

available, the net makeup to the RCS is adjusted to maintain

pressurizer level at a constant value. For a plant cooldown without

letdown available, RCS contraction is advantageous since it provides

a mechanism to accommodate makeup for boration and RCP seal cooling

purposes and to control pressurizer level for RCS pressure control

purposes.

RCS concentration is dependent upon RCS temperatures with

contraction rate dependent upon RCS cooldown rate. As the plant is

cooled down from natural circulation hot standby temperatures to hot

shutdown and cold shutdown temperatures, the amount of RCS

contraction that will occur is dependent upon the RCS temperature

decrease. To take maximum advantage of RCS contraction to control

the plant, RCS cooldown and makeup must be controlled. When RCS

cooldown is stopped, RCS contraction is stopped.

2.4.1.2 Reactor Makeup Control System. Normal boration during a plant

cooldown is provided by the Reactor Makeup Control System (RMCS)

which has the capability of mixing concentrated boric acid and

reactor makeup water at selected flow rates to provide makeup to the

RCS at a selected boron concentration. Used in conjunction with

charging and letdown, the reactor makeup control system operates to

borate the RCS to the desired final boron concentration through a

makeup (feed) and letdown (bleed) process. RMCS availability is

beneficial in that it provides control over the boron concentration

of makeup to the RCS. Without the RMCS available, borated makeup to
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the RCS must come from a constant boron concentration source such as

the BAT or RWST. The BAT contains borated water at a minimum

concentration of 20,000 ppm and the RWST contains borated water at a

minimum concentration of 2000 ppm.

2.4.1.3 Pressurizer Heaters. Pressurizer heater availability is of major

importance to the RCS Temperature and RCS Pressure operator

functions. The pressurizer heaters are used to increase the

temperature of the fluid-in the pressurizer and to maintain the

pressurizer fluid temperature above that in the other parts of the

RCS. The pressurizer is maintained at saturation pressure and

temperature conditions in order to provide RCS pressure control

capability. By maintaining the pressurizer temperature above the

temperature in other parts of the RCS, RCS pressure is maintained

above the saturation pressure of these other parts. This ensures

that voids do not form in these other parts during plant

operations. However, should the pressurizer heaters be unavailable,

the normal capability for control of RCS pressure to prevent void

formation in other parts of the RCS is not available. Under such a

condition, RCS pressure will depend on ambient heat losses from the

pressurizer and on natural circulation heat losses from other parts

of the RCS, such as the reactor vessel head.

2.4.1.4 CRDM Fans. CRDM fan availability is of major importance to the RCS

Temperature and RCS Pressure operator functions. During a natural

circulation cooldown, the CRDM fans are the major source of heat

removal from the water in the reactor vessel upper head. Through

operating the CRDM fans, the reactor vessel upper head fluid can be

cooled at approximately the same rate as the fluid in the RCS

loops. This provides relatively uniform cooling and permits the

pressurizer to be maintained as the hottest part of the system,

permitting the pressurizer to be used for RCS pressure control.

With the CRDM fans unavailable, heat removal from the reactor vessel

upper head is reduced. Under this condition, the

3641T-1 :bfh-092890 - 17



fluid in the reactor vessel upper head will cool at a slower rate

than the fluid in the active natural circulation portion of the RCS,

potentially permitting voids to form in the reactor vessel upper

head unless provisions are employed to prevent void formation.

The present Watts Bar natural circulation cooldown procedures

recognize the potential for void formation if the CRDM fans are not

operating and include guidance to prevent its occurrence and to deal

with it should it occur. The guidance employs the use of the RCS

pressure control to keep the RCS pressure above the reactor vessel

upper head fluid saturation pressure which maintains the upper head

fluid subcooled. However, control of RCS pressure utilizes the

pressurizer heaters, which may in turn be unavailable as discussed

above.

2.4.2 Description of Operator Functions

This subsection describes the initiating transient and the operators

response strategy for taking the plant from hot standby to cold

shutdown conditions using only worst case systems. It addresses the

unavailability of the systems described above.

The worst case initiating event is assumed to be a loss of feedwater

initiated reactor trip with concurrent loss of offsite power and

associated RCP trip. The operator will respond to the reactor trip by

implementing the reactor trip response procedure which includes an

assessment of the status of plant systems. Having made this

assessment, the operator will determine if a return to power (hot

standby to minimum load), a normal plant cooldown with forced

circulation (plant cooldown from minimum load to cold shutdown) or a

natural circulation cooldown is to be performed. For the initiating

transient that results in the unavailability of all normal operational

systems, a natural circulation cooldown will be initiated in a timely

manner. For purposes of this evaluation, it will be assumed that

3641T-1 :bfh-092890 - 18 -



natural circulation cooldown is initiated four hours (assuming a 4 hour

hot standby period prior to cooldown initiation) after reactor trip.

The operator response strategy for performing of a natural circulation

cooldown with only worst case systems available is discussed below on

an operator function basis.

2.4.2.1 Secondary Pressure Control. Plant and operator response to control

secondary pressure will be similar to a normal reactor trip.

Following the trip, the steam generator safety valves (or PORVs if

available) will automatically open to relieve steam and dissipate

reactor core decay heat. Immediately following the trip, secondary

pressure w.ill be controlled by the combination of valves that

automatically open to relieve steam. Per procedure, the operator

will attempt to release steam from all steam generators using the

steam generator (SG) PORVs to control RCS average temperature to the

no-load value following the trip. The operator will attempt to

control to this temperature during the post-trip response until

initiation of the natural circulation cooldown.

Upon initiating natural circulation cooldown, the operator will

control the SG PORVs to reduce SG pressures and RCS temperatures.

By controlling the SG PORVs, RCS temperatures will be reduced to RHR

system initiation temperatures. Following RHR system initiation,

the SG PORVs will be used to continue cooling the U-tube portion of

the steam generators.

2.4.2.2 Secondary Inventory Control. Plant and operator response to control

secondary inventory will be similar to a normal reactor trip.

Immediately following the trip, steam voids in the secondary side of

the steam generators will collapse and the SG inventory will

shrink. The AFW system will automatically start following the loss

of offsite power and provide makeup to the steam generators. The

operator will control auxiliary feedwater to ensure that total AFW

flow is greater than the minimum required for heat removal or that
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steam generator inventory is in the narrow range. Once minimum

level is established, the operator will control inventory to

maintain SG narrow range levels between the minimum level and the

normal no-load level throughout hot standby and cooldown operations

to cold shutdown conditions. Steam generator narrow range level

indication is assumed to be available for use in SG level control.

During .cold shutdown operations, makeup to the steam generators will

come from the condensate storage tank (CST) or the safety-grade

Essential Raw Cooling Water System. This source must have

sufficient capacity to maintain the plant at hot standby for the

required time period followed by the cooldown to RHR initiation,

including any hold period prior to RHR initiation. After RHR

initiation, continued steam release to cool the steam generator

U-tubes will require additional inventory, if available, prior to

final RCS depressurization after the RCS is cooled to 2000F.

Alternatively, water already existing in the SGs can be utilized for

this additional SG cooling.

2.4.2.3 RCS Boron Concentration Control. Operator response to control RCS

boron concentration will differ from a normal reactor trip with

natural circulation cooldown. This difference will be in part due

to the unavailability of the reactor makeup control system which is

normally used to provide makeup to the suction of the charging pumps

at the desired makeup boron concentration. However, the major

reason that RCS boron concentration control will differ is the

unavailability of normal or excess letdown to serve as an RCS

letdown path. Since letdown is not available, RCS letdown and

makeup cannot be used to adjust RCS boron concentration while

permitting RCS inventory to be controlled independently.

Initial plant response to the reactor trip will result in a core

subcritical condition as the control rods drop into the core. The

negative reactivity resulting from insertion of the control rods

will initially shutdown'the core so that the Technical Specification

shutdown margin for Modes 3 and 4 is satisfied. Assuming that the
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reactor trip occurred with the plant, operating at a 100% steady

state power condition, xenon will increase in the time period

immediately following reactor trip. This will further increase

shutdown margin until xenon starts to decrease approximately 10

hours after trip. Consequently, boration to shut down the core is

not an immediate concern following reactor trip. However, boration

will be required during plant cooldown to cold shutdown conditions

to compensate for cooldown positive reactivity insertion and to

eventually compensate for xenon decay.

2.4.2.4 RCS Inventory Control. Operator response to control RCS inventory

will differ from a normal reactor trip with natural circulation

cooldown since normal and excess letdown will not be available.

Consequently, the operator will not be able to control RCS makeup

and letdown to control pressurizer level. Any makeup to the RCS

will result in a net increase in RCS inventory. The operator will

therefore have to minimize RCS makeup, subject to other operational

requirements such as RCS boration and RCP seal cooling. The

operator will also utilize RCS cooldown to reduce the RCS water

volume in order to accommodate the needed makeup requirements.

Initial plant response to the reactor trip will result in a small

pressurizer level decrease from the full power level to the

post-trip level. Following the trip, it is assumed that the letdown

and excess letdown paths are unavailable for the worst case scenario

(or are isolated by operator action since support systems such as

cooling water to the letdown heat exchanger is assumed lost).

Charging flow is isolated by operator action in order to reduce RCS

makeup flow to that being added for RCP seal cooling via the RCP

seal injection system. Nominal seal injection flow entering the RCS

via the RCP seal system is 5 gpm per pump, or 20 gpm total. Over a

one hour time period without RCS contraction, this nominal RCP seal

injection flow into the RCS will increase pressurizer level by
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approximately 10%. RCS cooldown and contraction will be utilized to

control RCS inventory while permitting RCP seal injection to be

continued for RCS boration and RCP seal cooling purposes.

2.4.2.5 RCS Pressure Control. Operator response to control RCS pressure

will differ from a normal reactor trip with natural circulation

cooldown. The major reason for this difference is the

unavailability of pressurizer heaters to heat the water in the

pressurizer to increase RCS pressure. Operator response to decrease

RCS pressure for the worst case scenario will be similar to normal

natural.circulation cooldown operations since a pressurizer PORV

will be available to depressurize the RCS when needed.

Since the capability to increase RCS pressure is not available

whereas the capability to decrease RCS pressure is available, cold

shutdown operations following the postulated event will attempt to

maximize RCS pressure, subject to other operating constraints. This

will be accomplished through avoiding RCS depressurization except

due to unavoidable ambient heat losses from the pressurizer. RCS

inventory (i.e., pressurizer level) control will be used to provide

partial control of the RCS pressure through compression and

expansion of the pressurizer steam space. The objective of RCS

pressure control will be to prevent void formation in the reactor

vessel upper head, similar to the objective in the existing Watts

Bar natural circulation procedures.

To define how the operator should subsequently control RCS pressure,

it will be necessary to evaluate the RCS pressure variation with

time due to changes in pressurizer level and ambient heat losses

from the pressurizer. As an example, the natural circulation boron

mixing and cooldown test performed at Diablo Canyon provides a

reference for ambient heat loss. The pressurizer heaters were not

used during the cooldown portion of this test, permitting RCS

pressure to decrease due to ambient heat losses at an average RCS

depressurization rate of approximately 40 psi/hour. The actual
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depressurization rate for Watts Bar may differ from this rate,

decreasing as the pressurizer cools due to reduced differential

temperature between the pressurizer and ambient.

2.4.2.6 RCS Temperature Control. Operator response to control temperatures

in the active portions of the RCS will be similar to a normal

reactor trip with natural circulation cooldown. The operator will

use secondary steam release to atmosphere to cool down the RCS from

post-trip temperatures to RHR initiation temperatures. RHR system*

operation will then be initiated to cool the plant down to cold

shutdown conditions. However, operator response to control

temperatures in the inactive portions of the RCS will differ from

normal. Normal heat removal from the reactor vessel upper head will

not be available since the CRDM fans are not available. Normal heat

addition to the pressurizer will not be available since the

pressurizer heaters are not available. Although this inability to

control temperatures in the pressurizer and reactor vessel upper

head are temperature control problems, their operational impact is

more on RCS pressure control than RCS temperature control since the

operator will be restricted relative to RCS depressurization.

Operator response to control RCS temperatures through secondary

steam release will also be affected by any SGs that are not

available for steam release. For the worst case scenario with two

unavailable SGs, only the two available SGs will be used for plant

cooldown. The unavailable SGs will be isolated from the available

SGs by closing the main steam isolation valves. Periodically during

the cooldown, steam release may be initiated from the unavailable

SGs to reduce their pressure and temperature such that they do not

impede RCS cooldown and depressurization under natural circulation

conditions. The TREAT analysis shows that this steam release is not

required, but may be desirable.
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Initial plant response to the reactor trip will result in the

establishment of natural circulation flow in the RCS. Following the

trip, RCS cold leg temperatures will stabilize at values that

approximate the saturation temperature corresponding to the pressure

in the steam generators. RCS hot leg temperatures will be greater

than the cold leg temperature by a value dependent upon core decay

heat. For the reactor trip from full power scenario, this

differential temperature will be approximately*30 0F. As long as

subcooled natural circulation conditions exist during hot standby

and subsequent RCS cooldown, these basic relationships will continue

to exist.
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DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONAL-GUIDANCE

3.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONAL GUIDANCE

As a result of the accident at Three Mile Island in 1979, the NRC

identified several initiatives to improve the emergency response

capability of nuclear power plants. One of these initiatives was the

improvement of emergency operating procedures. NRC requirements for

improved operating procedures are contained in NUREG-0737, Item I.C.1 and

in Supplement I to NUREG-0737. These requirements include the need to

address a broad spectrum of events including multiple events, subsequent

events, multiple failures and subsequent failures. To develop generic

operating guidance to address the requirements of NUREG-0737, the

Westinghouse Owners Group developed the Emergency Response Guidelines

(ERGs). The ERGs constitute a network of symptom-based guidelines for

emergency transients. The ERGs are developed to be entered following

reactor trip and provide guidance for response to the emergency

transient. The Watts Bar emergency operating procedures are based on the

ERGs.

The ERGs include guidelines for reactor trip response (Guideline ES-O.1,

Reactor Trip Response) and for natural circulation cooldown (Guideline

ES-O.2, Natural Circulation Cooldown). These guidelines were developed

consistent with overall NRC requirements in NUREG-0737, Item I.C.I. The

guideline for natural circulation cooldown was developed to also address

the additional NRC requirements in Generic Letter 81-21. In summary, the

generic letter required natural circulation procedures to attempt to

prevent or to cope with void formation in the reactor vessel upper head

during natural circulation cooldown.

During the development of the ERGs, the NRC did not require that the ERGs

generically address the NRC requirements in BTP RSB 5-1 which contains

assumptions that restrict the systems that the operator has available to
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achieve a cold shutdown. Consequently the ERGs and associated Watts Bar

EOPs do not provide the operator guidance needed for the operator to take

the plant to cold shutdown under the assumptions of BTP RSB 5-1.

To develop operator guidance for safety-grade cold shutdown the following

objectives are established.

1) New operator guidance should be compatible with existing operator

guidance for response to emergency transients that result in or require

a reactor trip.

2) System unavailable assumptions beyond those included in existing

operating guidance should be treated as additional failures that extend

the scope of the existing guidance. The ERGs were developed to permit

this evolution on either a generic or a plant specific basis.

3) New operator guidance should be networked with existing operator

guidance.

In general, the ERGs for reactor trip response and natural circulation

cooldown assume that normal operational systems are available, except for

CRDM fans which may or may not be available. System unavailable

assumptions beyond those included in the ERGs as identified in Section

2.4.1 of this report are identified below:.

o Letdown (i.e., normal or excess letdown)

o Reactor Makeup Control System

o Pressurizer Heaters

These unavailable systems along with the resultant operation strategies

outlined in Section 2.4 have been reviewed relative to the existing reactor

trip response and natural circulation cooldown guidelines to determine the

preferred way to incorporate additional guidance into the ERGs. Based on
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this review, it was determined that the unavailability of the reactor

makeup control system or pressurizer heaters could be adequately addressed

via select revisions to the present natural circulation cooldown

guideline. However, the unavailability of letdown capability could not be

easily accommodated into the present natural circulation cooldown

guideline.

To address the additional unavailability assumptions associated with

safety-grade cold shutdown, it was determined that a new guideline needed

to be developed to address natural circulation cooldown without letdown.

This guideline would be identified as guideline ES-O.5, Natural

Circulation Cooldown Without Letdown, and be based on guideline ES-O.2,

Natural Circulation Cooldown. Guideline ES-O.5 would include contingency

operator actions to address the unavailability of the reactor makeup

control system and pressurizer heaters as well as the CRDM fans (which is

already addressed in guideline ES-O.2). New guideline ES-O.5 would also

be developed to provide guidance for single failures such as the

unavailability of steam generator(s) for plant cooldown.

The resultant guideline set would thereby include guideline ES-O.2 (for

natural circulation cooldown with letdown) and guideline ES-O.5 (for

natural circulation cooldown without letdown). Guideline ES-O.5 would

include contingency actions that address the unavailability assumptions

that comprise the worst case scenario, including unavailability of the

reactor makeup control system and pressurizer heaters and single failures

such as the unavailability of one or two steam generators. Guideline

ES-O.2 would continue to address natural circulation cooldown with letdown

capability available. The features incorporated into ES-O.5 to address

these assumptions could also be incorporated into ES-O.2 by Watts Bar

operations personnel if they are desired to address these additional

failures for the case where letdown is available.
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In order to integrate guideline ES-O.5 into the present guideline set,

it was determined that select revisions to generic guideline ES-O.1 are

required in addition to the development of plant specific guideline

ES-0.5. The recommended revisions to guideline ES-O.1 affect two

guideline steps. These revised guideline ES-O.1 steps are included as

Appendix A to this report. Appendix B to this report provides plant

specific guideline ES-O.5 developed for the Watts Bar plant.

3.2 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONAL GUIDANCE

To facilitate EOP writing and training efforts, this section provides a

-very detailed discussion of revisions to generic guideline ES-O.l and of

plant specific guideline ES-O.5. By presenting guideline background

information in greater detail through the use of structured step

description tables, applicability can be more easily determined.

This section contains a one-page (or more) step description table for each

separate guideline step, note, and caution. Notes and cautions are always

presented relative to the step they precede.

3.2.1 Detailed Description of Guideline ES-O.1 Revisions

Revisions to WOG ERG guideline ES-O.1 are provided in Appendix A.

Appendix A includes the present guideline step (as it exists in the

Revision 1 version of the WOG ERGs) and the revised guideline step.

Guideline footnotes are not changed. Step description tables that discuss

recommended revisions follow.
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STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR ES-O.1

STEP: Check PRZR Level Control

PURPOSE: To ensure normal post-trip pressurizer level response

BASIS (PRESENT WOG ERG):

Following the reactor trip, pressurizer level is expected to decrease to the
no-load value due to shrinkage of the RCS from the at-power, programmed
temperature to no-load temperature. The pressurizer level control system should
then stabilize level at the no-load value. If level decreases below the no-load
value, the operator should try to reestablish no-load level by operation of the
charging system. If level drops below the letdown isolation setpoint, the
operator should also verify letdown isolation and restore level prior to
reestablishing letdown. Level should then be controlled at the no-load value.

BASIS (REVISIONS FOR WATTS BAR):

Step 4 has been revised to split substep b into two separate substeps that verify
letdown and charging systems in service. Contingency guidance is included in the
Response Not Obtained column to isolate normal charging if letdown is not in
service and cannot be restored to service. This action will minimize RCS
inventory addition due to letdown/charging system mismatch. This is important
for a natural circulation cooldown without letdown scenario.
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STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR ES-O.1

STEP: Determine If Natural Circulation Cooldown Is Required

PURPOSE: To determine if a cooldown must be done on natural circulation

BASIS (PRESENT WOG ERG):

Normal cooldowns and startups are plant-specific in scope and are not part of the
*ERG set, however, a natural circulation cooldown is. If the plant -staff
determines that a natural circulation cooldown is required, then a transition to
ES-O.2, NATURAL CIRCULATION COOLDOWN, is made.

BASIS (REVISIONS FOR WATTS BAR):

Step 13 has been revised to include a criterion to determine if letdown is
available. If not, the operator is directed to go to plant. specific guideline
ES-O.5 to perform a natural circulation cooldown without letdown. This
transition integrates guideline ES-O.5 with the present set of WOG ERG
guidelines.
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3.2.2 Detailed Description of Guideline ES-O.5

Plant specific guideline ES-O.5 is provided in Appendix B. This

guideline is based on WOG ERG guideline ES-O.2. Changes to WOG ERG

guideline ES-O.2 have been made to incorporate features necessary to

accommodate functional requirements and assumptions of the worst case

scenario.

Several of the footnote values for WOG ERG guideline ES-O.2 are

applicable for plant specific guideline ES-O.5. These are identified

by numerical footnotes. In development of guideline ES-O.5, it was

necessary to incorporate additional footnote values not included in WOG

ERG guideline ES-O.2. These additional footnotes are identified by

alphabetic footnotes.

Step description tables that discuss guideline steps, notes and cautions

follow.

As part of the procedure development effort based on guideline ES-O.5,

plant specific design details (such as. valve numbers or instrumentation

numbers) should be incorporated into the procedures consistent with

procedure writing, operator training and operational philosophy.
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STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR ES-O.5

CAUTION: If SI Actuation Occurs During This Guideline, E-O, REACTOR TRIP OR
SAFETY INJECTION, Should Be Performed.

PURPOSE: To alert the operator that if SI occurs during this guideline, he
should transfer to the appropriate guideline.

BASIS:

When SI actuates, plant conditions exist which require actions not covered in
this guideline. Therefore, a transition to E-O, REACTOR TRIP OR SAFETY
INJECTION, should be made.

Since guideline. ES-O.5 initiates a long term plant cooldown to cold shutdown
conditions, operator actions in guideline ES-O.5 may alter the configuration of
plant systems from that which exists in Modes 1 and 2 upon which guideline E-O is
based. Consequently, if SI actuation occurs while in guideline ES-O.5, the
operator may have to rely on training and knowledge to properly perform the steps
in guideline E-O and subsequent guidelines.
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STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR ES-O.5

NOTE:

PURPOSE:

Foldout Page Should Be Open.

To inform the operator that the foldout page for the E-O series of
guidelines should be open.

BASIS:

The foldout page provides a list of important items that should be continuously
monitored. If any of the parameters exceed their limits, the appropriate
operations should be initiated.

The foldout page that is applicable to guideline ES-O.5 is the WOG ERG Foldout
Page for the E-O series guidelines. Refer to page 10 of guideline ES-0.4,
Natural Circulation Cooldown with Steam Void in Vessel (Without RVLIS), for a
copy of the applicable foldout page.
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STEP DESCRIPTION FOR ES-O.5

NOTE: If Letdown Can Be Established, Recovery Should Continue Using
Guideline ES-O.2, NATURAL CIRCULATION COOLDOWN.

PURPOSE: To inform the operator that if letdown can be established during
this guideline, he should transfer to the appropriate guideline.

BASIS:

If normal or excess letdown can be established, normal RCS inventory control
capability will exist. Appropriate actions are provided by ES-O.2, Natural
Circulation Cooldown. Therefore, a transition to ES-O.2 should be made.

Since guideline ES-O.5 initiates a long term cooldown to cold shutdown
conditions, operator actions in guideline ES-O.5 may alter the configuration of
plant systems from that which exists when guideline ES-O.2 is normally entered
from guideline ES-O.1, Reactor Trip Response. Consequently, if normal letdown
capability is restored while in guideline ES-O.5, the operator may have to rely
on training and knowledge to properly perform the steps in guideline ES-O.2.
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STEP DESCRIPTION FOR ES-O.5

NOTE: Throughout This Guideline "Active" Refers To An SG In Which Narrow
Range Level Is Greater Than (C)% OR AFW Flow Is Greater Than (E)
gpm.

PURPOSE: To define which steam generators (SG) can be used for plant
cooldown.

BASIS:

Steam generator levels should be controlled above the U-tubes to ensure effective
heat removal capability. Steam generator level is normally controlled within the
narrow range. If level is below the narrow range, AFW flow should be maintained
until level is restored to the narrow range. The worst case scenario analysis
assumes that the flow of one AFW pump is split to two SGs via a cross
connection. Thus, if SG level is below the narrow range, at least one half of
the flow from one AFW pump is available for delivery to an active SG.
Consequently, either a minimum SG level (footnote (C)) or a minimum AFW flow
(footnote (E)) is used to distinguish between an active SG (i.e., to be used for
plant cooldown) and an inactive SG (i.e., not to be used for plant cooldown).
Should SG narrow range level indication be unavailable, SG wide range level
indication can be used in lieu of narrow range. If wide range levels are used,
they should be greater than the narrow range equivalent level using wide range
instrumentation.

During RCS cooldown the operator is instructed to dump steam only from the active

steam generators.

FOOTNOTES:

(C) Enter plant specific value showing SG level just in the narrow range,
including allowances for normal channel accuracy.

(E) Enter one-half of the minimum safeguards AFW flow requirement for heat
removal, plus allowances for normal channel accuracy (one-half footnote
(D)).
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STEP DESCRIPTION FOR ES-O.5

STEP:

PURPOSE:

Try to Restore Normal Letdown Capability

To restore normal letdown capability (i.e., normal or excess
letdown paths).

BASIS:

Normal letdown capability (i.e., normal or excess letdown paths) is the preferred
means of RCS inventory control. The availability of normal letdown capability
permits the operator to control RCS inventory independent of RCS boron
concentration and RCS pressure. Consequently, natural circulation cooldown with
letdown is preferred to natural circulation cooldown without letdown. Thus, the
operator is instructed to try to restore normal letdown capability to facilitate
RCS inventory control. This will permit the operator to be transitioned to
guideline ES-O.2 to complete natural circulation cooldown.

Restoration of the normal or excess letdown paths may require restoration of
electrical power, air supplies or cooling water support systems as well as local
operator actions to manually open or close valves.
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STEP DESCRIPTION FOR ES-0.5

STEP:

PURPOSE:

Check Charging Line Isolation Valves - CLOSED

To ensure that the charging line is isolated if normal letdown
capability is unavailable.

BASIS:

If normal letdown capability is unavailable and cannot be restored, guideline
ES-O.1 Step 4 has been revised to isolate the normal charging line. Upon
entering guideline ES-O.5 from guideline ES-O.1, it is appropriate to recheck the
charging line to ensure that it is isolated. This will ensure that RCS inventory
addition is minimized during the period that normal letdown capability is
unavailable.
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STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR ES-O.5

STEP: Check RCP Seal Injection Flow - WITHIN LIMITS OF (A) GPM.

PURPOSE: To control the amount of RCP seal injection flow within specified
limits.

BASIS:

Reactor coolant pump seal injection flow should be maintained during the RCS
cooldown to ensure RCP seal cooling. Reactor coolant pump seal injection flow
rate will depend on the RCS pressure, increasing as RCS pressure decreases. The
hand controlled throttle valve in the charging line (or other plant specific
valves) should be adjusted as necessary to maintain the seal injection flow
within the required limits for RCP support. If normal electrical or air
supplies are not available, this step may require local operator action.

FOOTNOTES:

(A) Enter RCP seal injection range to minimize RCS inventory addition as
described in background document.

RCP seal injection flow should be limited to between a minimum value and a
nominal (typically 8 gpm/RCP) value for RCP seal cooling. Consult the
plant specific RCP vendor manual to determine the appropriate range.
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STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR ES-0.5

CAUTION:

PURPOSE:

Alternate water sources for the charging pumps will be necessary if
BAT level decreases to less than (K). Priority is alternate BAT
followed by RWST.

To alert the operator that an alternate water source for the
charging pump is necessary when the BAT low level setpoint is
reached.

BASIS:

This caution alerts the operator to switch the charging pump suction to the
alternate BAT or the RWST prior to emptying the first BAT. RCS boration and
inventory control may require more inventory that that contained in one BAT to
complete the hot standby, cooldown and depressurization periods prior to RHR
initiation. The priority for alternate sources is the alternate BAT followed by
the RWST. This priority will maximize RCS boron concentration increase relative
to the volume of water added to the RCS via the charging pumps.

FOOTNOTES:

(K) Enter plant specific value corresponding to BAT low level setpoint in
plant specific units requiring transfer of charging pump suction to
alternate water source.
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STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR ES-O.5

STEP: Align Charging Pump Suction for RCS Boration

PURPOSE: To select a boration source and to align a boration path to the
charging pump suction.

BASIS:

* To support boration of the RCS, the suction source for boration and the suction
flow path to the charging pumps must be established. The priority for suction
source is the BAT (20,000 ppm boron) followed by the RWST (2000 ppm boron). For
suction from the BAT, the priority for suction paths is normal makeup control
followed by the BAT emergency boration flow path.

The Reactor Makeup Control System (RMCS) provides control over the boron
concentration of makeup water to the RCS. The "Borate" mode of operation permits
the addition of a preselected quantity of boric acid solution at a pre-selected
flowrate to the RCS.

If the RMCS is not available, the operator is instructed to align the boric acid
transfer pumps for emergency boration. Redundant flow paths are available.

FOOTNOTES:

Enter plant specific value corresponding to BAT low level setpoint in
plant specific units requiring transfer of charging pump suction to
alternate water source.
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STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR ES-O.5 SE

Check Core Shutdown Margin By Sampling

To ensure that core shutdown margin exists wh
maintained in hot standby.

ile the plant is

The plant
f oll1owi ng
the plant

is designed and operated to achieve the required shutdown margin.
reactor trip. Subsequent to reactor trip, operator action to borate
will be required to maintain the required shutdown margin.

This step directs the operator to determine the core shutdown margin and to
borate the plant as necessary to maintain the required shutdown margin.
Determination of the shutdown margin will require the RCS to be sampled. This
step will be performed periodically during the hot standby period.

For the worst case scenario (which assumes reactor trip from a full power
equilibrium xenon condition), increasing negative reactivity due to xenon buildup
following reactor trip will result i'n adequate shutdown margin throughout the
four hour hot standby period.

FOOTNOTES:

(F) Enter plant specific technical specification requirement for Core
Shutdown Margin for Modes 3 and 4.
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STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR ES-O.5

STEP: Check PRZR Level

PURPOSE: To maintain PRZR level in an acceptable range while the plant is
maintained in hot standby.

BASIS:

The operator is instructed to maintain the PRZR level in an acceptable range
(i.e., between (G)% and - 90%) to avoid filling the pressurizer or uncovering the
PRZR heaters.

If the PRZR level is too low, the operatoi
rate to increase the PRZR level. If the
instructed to use the Reactor Vessel head
90%.

r is directed to increase the RCS makeup
PRZR level is too high, the operator is
vent valves to control PRZR level to

The value of 90% is selected for the high setpoint since it provides margin to
the "indicated full" value of 100% that is sufficient to allow for normal channel
accuracy plus several percent for operating margin.

The value of footnote (G)% is selected to ensure that the PRZR heaters are
covered to support heater operation if they are available or are subsequently
made available.

If level is less than
vessel head vent path

90%, the operator is instructed to check that the reactor
valves are closed.

FOOTNOTES:

Enter plant specific value just
including allowances for normal

covering the pressurizer heaters,
channel accuracy.
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STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR ES-O.5

STEP:

PURPOSE:

Verify PRZR Heaters - AVAILABLE

To establish normal capability for control of RCS pressure.

BASIS:

The pressurizer heaters are of major importance to the RCS temperature and
pressure control operator functions. The pressurizer heaters are used to control
RCS pressure during controlled RCS cooldown/depressurization and to avoid

* reaching saturated conditions in the vessel upper head. If PRZR heaters are not
available, the operator is to try to restore their availability.
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STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR ES-O.5

Check RCS Pressure

To maintain the RCS pressure within an acceptable range during the
hot standby period.

Following reactor trip and
increase and challenge the
verify that the PORV block
to mitigate RCS pressure.

after dryout of any inactive SGs, RCS pressure may
PRZR PORVs. Should this occur, the operator should
valves are open so that the PORVs can lift if required

During the hot standby period, the RCS pressure must be maintained above the SI
initiation setpoint. The normal method of maintaining RCS pressure is operation
of the PRZR heaters. If the heaters are available, directions are provided to
control RCS pressure at normal RCS operating pressure of 2235 psig.

If the heaters are not available, directions are provided to control RCS makeup
flow to control PRZR level to maintain RCS pressure above footnote (5) psig. Use
of RCP seal injection flow should be adequate for control of RCS pressure during
the hot standby period. Once RCS cooldown is initiated, RCS contraction due to
cooldown may require charging flow to be established in order to provide
sufficient makeup flow at high RCS pressures to maintain PRZR level and RCS
pressure.

FOOTNOTES:

(5) Enter plant specific pressure 50 psi below permissive to block SI.

(H) Enter pressurizer PORV pressure setpoint.
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STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR ES-O.5 SE

STEP: Check SG Levels

PURPOSE: To establish and maintain steam generator level between low-level
and the no-load level to provide a stable heat sink for decay heat
removal.

BASIS:

Steam generator level should be established and controlled in the narrow range
following reactor trip. If level is less than the narrow range in all steam
generators, AFW flow greater than the minimum required for decay heat removal
must be maintained to at least one SG for decay heat removal purposes. This
minimum feed flow requirement satisfies the feed flow requirement of the WOG ERG
Heat Sink Status Tree until level in at least one SG is restored into the narrow
range. Step 9 of guideline ES-O.5 requires AFW flow to be maintained until level
is restored to the narrow range in at least two SGs. Narrow range level is
reestablished in at least two SGs to provide sufficient heat removal capability
for mitigation of the initiating transient and for subsequent timely cooldown to
RHR System initiation temperature using two SGs.'

Should SG narrow range level indication be unavailable, SG wide range level
indication can be used in lieu of narrow range. If wide range levels are used,
they should reflect the narrow range equivalent level using wide range
instrumentation.

FOOTNOTES:

(C) Enter plant specific value showing SG level just in the narrow
range, including allowances for normal channel accuracy.

(D) Enter the minimum safeguards AFW flow requirement for heat
removal, plus allowances for normal channel accuracy (typically
one MD AFW pump capacity at SG design pressure).

MI Enter plant specific value for SG narrow range no-load level.
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STEP: Verify All CRDM Fans and Lower Compartment Fans - RUNNING

PURPOSE: To ensure that as much heat as possible is being removed from the
reactor vessel upper head.

BASIS:

The Control Rod Drive Mechanism (CRDM) cooling fans and the Lower Compartment
Fans aid significantly in removing heat from the upper head area. For this
reason it is necessary to have as many cooling fans in operation as possible.
This step directs the operator to verify that all fans are running and if not to
try to start all fans. If the cooling fans are not in operation, operational
limitations will apply to subsequent RCS cooldown/depressurization.
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STEP: Verify Containment Ventilation Fans - RUNNING

PURPOSE: To ensure that containment fans are running to limit containment
pressure, temperature, and humidity.

BASIS:

Containment coolers provide cooling of the containment atmosphere to limit
containment pressure, temperature, and humidity. The coolers should be operated
during natural circulation cooldown to remove heat due to ambient-equipment heat
losses and potential mass and energy'releases into containment. For the worst
case scenario, discharge from the pressurizer PORVs and emergency letdown from
the reactor vessel head vent path may rupture the PRT and discharge to
containment. The containment coolers will reduce the effects on containment of
this discharge.
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CAUTION:

PURPOSE:

Alternate Water Sources For AFW Pumps Will Be Necessary If CST
Level Decreases To Less Than (1).

To alert the operator that CST level should be monitored, and that
makeup to the CST should be attempted prior to the transfer to the
ERCWS.

BASIS:

The Watts Bar AFW pumps take suction from the CST. If CST level decreases
below (1), an automatic transfer to the ERCWS will result. Should level
decrease to (1), condensate quality makeup to the CST should be attempted prior
to the transfer to the ERCWS.

FOOTNOTES:

(1) Enter plant specific value corresponding to CST low level switchover
setpoint in plant specific units.
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STEP: Initiate RCS Cooldown to Cold Shutdown

PURPOSE: To begin a controlled RCS cooldown to cold shutdown at a
specified maximum rate, with specified RCS subcooling and RCS
pressure and temperature limits.

BASIS:

To establish the cooldown of the RCS, steam should be released through the
condenser steam dump valves. However, if the main condenser is not available
for steam dump, the cooldown should be established by use of the steam
generator power-operated relief valves (PORVs), releasing steam to the
atmosphere. Steam release from Steam Generators 1 and 4 is preferred since
normal and alternate charging flow for boration is to RCS loops I and 4. With
the main condenser unavailable, the plant steam pressure will be controlled at
the set pressure of the steam generator safety valves or PORVs if available.
The plant cooldown is initiated by throttling the SG PORVs.

The -cooldown rate should be controlled and maintained less than 25°F/hr
(Footnote (2)) for a natural circulation cooldown. Deviation from the required
cooldown rate could lead to excessive heat removal rates during the RCS
cooldown. Since the intent of this guideline is to perform a controlled RCS
cooldown and stay within Technical Specification limits, the requirement to
maintain RCS temperature and pressure within these limits is explicitly
emphasized in this step and subsequent steps. For this step, which is prior to
any significant RCS depressurization, the requirement on RCS temperature and
pressure is to stay within the Technical Specification limits (Footnote (4)).
The RCS pressure and temperature should also be controlled such that subcooling
is maintained greater than a minimum value during RCS cooldown (Footnote (J)).

To prevent uneven RCS temperature distributions, the pressure difference
between active steam generators should be minimized. This ensures that decay
heat removal is evenly distributed to each active coolant loop. If any steam
generators are unavailable for cooldown, their.inventory is maintained by
closing the inactive steam generator MSIVs.

The WOG guidance for natural circulation cooldown for Watts Bar is bounded by
the ERG natural circulation cooldown analyses for a T-COLD plant. For the case
with the CRDM fans operating during the cooldown, the analyses shows that a
T-COLD plant should be cooled at a rate of 50°F/hour to the point where the
RHR system operation should be initiated and employed for further cooldown. A
minimum of 50°F subcooling should be maintained during the RCS
depressurization to prevent void formation occurring in the reactor vessel
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upper head area. In the ERG analyses for the case where CRDM fans are not
available, the same cooldown rate should be used and must be accompanied by the
following conservative subcooling requirements to preclude void formation.:

i. Maintain RCS pressure approximately 50 psi below pressure at which SI
unblocks (i6e., 1970 - 50 - 1920 psig) until RCS temperature is cooled
down to 430 F.

ii. Continue the cooldown and initiate a depressurization of the RCS while
maintaining a minimum of 100OF subcooling (or the Technical
Specification limit from the pressure-temperature relationship if it is
more restrictive*) until RCS pressure is 1200 psig.

iii. Cool down the RCS to below 350°F while maintaining 1200 psig.

*If problems arise from a more restrictive Technical Specification limit, they
will have to be resolved on a plant specific basis.

For the Watts Bar safety grade cold shutdown scenario, the 250F/hour cooldown
rate has been maintained but the subcooling requirements have been relaxed to
the minimum required values (500F subcooling) for the Watts Bar plant. These
minimum values have been calculated as part of the thermal/hydraulic analysis
of the shutdown scenario.

For the subject scenario, it is inappropriate to cool down the Watts Bar plant
at a rate greater than 250F/hour for the subject shutdown scenario for the
following reasons:

1) The existing subcooling requirements are based on a 250F/hour cooldown
rate. Subcooling requirements for a faster cooldown rate have not been
analyzed.

2) A cooldown rate faster than 25°F/hour cannot be maintained at high RCS
temperatures due to the limited primary makeup capability. At low RCS
temperatures with only 2 of 4 steam generators available, the heat
release capability of 2 PORVs is reached.

3) With boration from the BAT, boration to cold shutdown boron
concentration is achieved during the hot standby period. A reduced
cooldown rate should enhance boron mixing by providing more time for
boron mixing to occur.

Based on the above discussions, a cooldown rate of 250F/hour has been selected for
use in the safety-grade cold shutdown scenario. This cooldown rate is thus applicable
to all natural circulation cooldown scenarios for the Watts Bar plant.
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FOOTNOTES:

(2) Enter plant specific maximum cooldown rate as determined in background
document.

(4) Enter plant specific limitation as described in background document.

(J) Enter sum of temperature and pressure measurement system errors,
including allowances for normal channel accuracies, translated into
temperature using saturation tables.
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STEP: Depressurize RCS to (5) PSIG

PURPOSE: To depressurize the RCS 50 psi below the pressure at which the
SI actuation circuits can be blocked.

BASIS:

The RCS pressure must be reduced below the pressure at which SI normally
unblocks (i.e., 1970 psig for Watts Bar) to permit the blocking of SI
circuitry. A pressure of 50 psi below the pressure where SI normally unblocks
is used here (i.e., 1920 psig for Watts Bar).

The depressurization can be accomplished through the use of a PRZR PORV (that
should be opened intermittently to decrease the pressurizer pressure) or the
reactor vessel head vent path (that should be throttled open to decrease
pressurizer pressure in a controlled manner). The reactor vessel head vent
path is included as a potential depressurization path since PRZR level may be
high due to the unavailability of letdown. If level is high, use of the PRZR
PORV will make it more difficult to control depressurization since the steam
space is small and steam release may rapidly reduce RCS pressure which may
already be relatively low due to unavailability of PRZR heaters. Also, the
reactor vessel head vent path may already be in service if PRZR level was at
the upper control range limit of 90% during the hot standby period. To
discriminate between whether the PRZR PORV or reactor vessel head vent path
should be used for depressurization, a PRZR level of 50% is selected. If
level is below 50%, the PRZR PORV is used. If level is above 50%, the reactor
vessel head vent path is used.

FOOTNOTES:

(5) Enter plant specific pressure 50 psi below permissive to block SI.
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CAUTION: SI Actuation Circuits Will Automatically Unblock If RCS Pressure
Increases To Greater Than (6) PSIG.

PURPOSE: To alert the operator that SI will unblock if primary pressure
increases sufficiently.

BASIS:

The caution states that the automatic actuation circuit will be unblocked if
PRZR pressure is increased above the pressure at which-SI unblocks (e.g., 1970
psig). The manual blocking of the circuit would have to be repeated, when the
permissive is energized, in order to cooldown and depressurize.

FOOTNOTES:

(6) Enter plant specific pressure at which SI unblocks.
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Block SI Actuation

To prevent SI actuation during subsequent depressurization.

BASIS:

The low PRZR pressure safety injection circuitry must be blocked when RCS
pressure decreases below the permissive setpoint..
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STEP: Check RCS Pressure and Temperature Conditions

PURPOSE: To maintain required RCS pressure and temperature conditions
during natural circulation cooldown based on the. availability of
PRZR heaters or CRDM fans.

BASIS:

Following the block of SI actuation circuits, it is appropriate to check RCS
pressure and temperature conditions. If PRZR heaters are unavailable, it is
important to control PRZR level during the cooldown to maintain RCS pressure
above allowable limits (Footnote (B)) to ensure that voids do not form in the
reactor vessel upper head.

If heaters are available, RCS pressure can be maintained at required pressures
via operation of the heaters as necessary. The required RCS subcooling for
this case is dependent on the operation of the CRDM fans. If the fans are
operational, adequate reactor vessel head mixing can be assumed due to the
upper head cooling effect provided by the CRDM fans. For this case, the RCS
subcooling requirement (Footnote 10) is provided in guideline-ES-O.2.

If the CRDM fans are not available, a more restrictive RCS subcooling
requirement (Footnote 9) is provided in guideline ES-0.2.
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FOOTNOTES:

(9) Enter plant specific minimum subcooling requirement or contingency
action as determined in background document.

See WOG ERG Guideline ES-0.2.

(10) Enter plant specific minimum subcooling requirement as determined in
background document.

See WOG ERG Guideline ES-O.2.

(B) Enter pressure/temperature limits curve for natural circulation
cooldown without letdown as described in background document.

The pressure and temperature operational limits curve for natural
circulation cooldown without PRZR heaters available is shown in Figure
3-1 assuming CRDM fans are available to provide upper head cooling.
It consists of several limits applicable to a natural circulation
cooldown with heaters available. These include:

Curve a) Enter technical specification cooldown curve, including
allowances for normal pressure and temperature channel
accuracies.

Curve b) Enter footnote (11) curve.

Curve c) Enter footnote (12) curve.

Curve d) Enter Saturation Curve.

Curve e) Enter footnote (6) curve.

Curve f) Enter subcooling curves based on footnotes (9) and (10).
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FOOTNOTES:

If the CRDM fans are not available, then following more restrictive
requirements apply:

1. The cooldown and depressurization scheme given on this figure
should be performed in conjunction with the guideline steps in
ES-O.5.

2. Maintain RCS subcooling greater than (J)OF.

3. Maintain RCS pressure and temperature within ACCEPTABLE operating
region as specified on Figure.

4. During cooldown to (11)°F, do not initiate RCS depressurization
in guideline step 23 unless RCS pressure at upper limit.
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STEP: Continue RCS Cooldown

PURPOSE: To continue RCS cooldown while maintaining required RCS
temperature, pressure and subcooling operating limits.

BASIS:

This step directs the operator to continue plant cooldown and identifies the
required plant specific cooldown rate (Footnote (2)) which is 25°F/hr for
Watts Bar. Required RCS temperature, pressure and subcooling limits are
identified by the reference to Step 15. The plant-specific maximum cooldown
rates of 250F/hr and minimum RCS pressure or subcooling should be maintained
to avoid the possibility of upper head void formation. If at any time the
required subcooling cannot be maintained, the RCS depressurization should be
stopped until the required subcooling is reestablished. Also identified in Step
16 is the requirement to maintain RCS pressure and temperature within technical
specification limits (Footnote (4)).

FOOTNOTES:

(2) Enter plant specific maximum cooldown rate as determined in background
document.

(4) Enter plant specific limitation as described in background document.
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STEP: Check PRZR Level

PURPOSE: To maintain PRZR level in an acceptable range during plant
cooldown.

BASIS:

The operator is instructed to maintain the PRZR level in an acceptable range
(i.e., between (G)% and - 90%) to avoid filling the pressurizer or uncovering
the PRZR heaters.

If the PRZR level is too low, the operator is directed to decrease the RCS
cooldown rate or to increase the RCS makeup rate to increase the PRZR level. If
the PRZR level is too high, the operator is instructed to use the Reactor Vessel
head vent valves to control PRZR level to 90%.

The value of 90% is selected for the high setpoint since it provides margin to
the "indicated full" value of 100% that is sufficient to allow for normal
channel accuracy plus several percent for operating margin.

If level is less than 90%, the operator is instructed to check that the reactor
vessel head vent path valves are closed.

The value of Footnote (G)% is selected to ensure that the PRZR heaters are
covered to support heater operation if they are available or are subsequently
made available.

FOOTNOTES:

(G) Enter plant specific value just covering the pressurizer heaters,
including allowances for normal channel accuracy.
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STEP:

PURPOSE:

Check RCP Seal Injection Flow - WITHIN LIMITS OF (A) GPM

To control the amount of RCP seal injection flow within specified
limits.

BASIS:

Reactor coolant pump seal injection flow should be maintained during the RCS
cooldown to ensure RCP seal cooling. Reactor coolant pump seal injection flow
rate will depend on the RCS pressure, increasing as RCS pressure decreases.
The hand controlled throttle valve in the charging line (or other plant
specific valves) should be adjusted as necessary to maintain the seal injection
flow within the required limits for RCP support. If normal electrical or air
supplies are not available, this step may require local operator action.

FOOTNOTES:

(A) Enter RCP seal injection range to minimize RCS inventory addition as
described in background document.

RCP seal injection flow should be limited to between a minimum value and a
nominal value (typically 8 gpm/RCP) for RCP seal cooling. Consult the
plant specific RCP vendor manual to determine appropriate range.
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STEP: Check Core Shutdown Margin By Sampling

PURPOSE: To ensure that core shutdown margin exists while the plant is
cooled and depressurized to RHR System initiation conditions.

BASIS:

During the RCS cooldown, it is important to maintain an adequate shutdown
margin. Boration without letdown should be adequate to maintain more than
adequate shutdown margin during RCS cooldown. However, two methods of
maintaining shutdown margin are available if required. These methods are to
increase boration (RCS makeup rate) or decrease RCS cooldown rate until
adequate shutdown margin is restored.

This step directs the operator to determine the core shutdown margin and to
borate the plant as necessary to maintain the required shutdown margin.

•0 Determination of the shutdown margin will require the RCS to be sampled. This
step will be performed periodically during the cooldown/depressurization
period.

For the worst case scenario (which assumes reactor trip from a full power
equilibrium xenon condition), increasing negative reactivity due to xenon
buildup following reactor trip will result in adequate shutdown margin
throughout the four hour hot standby period.

Following cooldown initiation, decreasing RCS temperatures will result in
insertion of positive reactivity. Also, at approximately ten hours after
reactor trip, xenon will start to decrease resulting in further insertion of
positive reactivity. This positive reactivity insertion will be countered by
the insertion of negative reactivity due to RCS boration that is occurring
during the cooldown. Consequently, it is necessary to continue periodic
sampling and determination of core shutdown to determine if required shutdown
margin exists. If it does not exist, the operator is directed to increase RCS
boration rate or to decrease RCS cooldown rate. These actions will increase
the insertion of negative reactivity relative to positive reactivity.

FOOTNOTES:

(F) Enter plant specific technical specification requirement for Core
Shutdown Margin for Modes 3 and 4.
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STEP: Check If Inactive SGs Should Be Depressurized

PURPOSE: To ensure that pressure in any inactive SG is decreasing so that
it will not unduly impede natural circulation cooldown operations.

BASIS:

RCS cooldown under natural circulation conditions uses active SGs. If any
inactive SG(s) exists, it is not used for cooldown. These SGs may stay hot and
pressurized during the RCS cooldown and depressurization, potentially impeding
the natural circulation cooldown. To prevent this occurrence, a means of
depressurizing the inactive SG(s) should be provided. The preferred means of
depressurization is by the inactive SG PORVs if they are available. Alternate
steam vent paths may be used for depressurization if the SG PORVs are not
available. The purpose of depressurizing the inactive SG(s) is to cool the RCS
fluid in the U-tubes of the inactive SG(s) so that it will not flash when the
RCS is depressurized prior to placing the RHR system in service.

This step includes criteria that check to ensurethat a SG is inactive and in
need of depressurization before actions are taken to depressurize it to the
same pressure as the active SGs. If a nominal differential pressure of 400 psi
exists, then depressurization of an inactive SG is initiated. The TREAT
analysis shows that this depressurization is not required because the limited
cooldown rate results in maintaining a nominal differential pressure of less
than 400 psi between the inactive and active SGs. However, it may be desirable
to perform the depressurization of inactive SG(s) if a steam release path is
available.

FOOTNOTES:

(C) Enter plant specific value showing SG level just in the narrow range,
including allowances for normal channel accuracy.

O (E) Enter one-half of the minimum safeguards AFW flow requirement for heat
removal, plus allowances for normal channel accuracy (one-half footnote
(D)).
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NOTE: If at any time it is determined that a natural circulation cooldown
and depressurization must be performed at a rate that may form a
steam void in the vessel, STEP 21 should be repeated.

PURPOSE: To inform the operator that, if a rapid cooldown is required, Step
21 should be performed to prevent void formation in the reactor
vessel upper head.

BASIS:

Guideline ES-O.5 is structured to initiate an RCS cooldown at 25°F/HR. A
steam void may form in the vessel if plant conditions require a natural
circulation cooldown and depressurization at an increased rate. Plant
conditions such as limited condensate quality water for the AFW system may
dictate an increased cooldown rate. Without CRDM fans operating, reactor
vessel head venting may be required to increase head cooling and prevent void
formation in the reactor vessel head.
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STEP: Check If Reactor Vessel Upper Head Is Full:

PURPOSE: To prevent or minimize steam void formation the reactor vessel head
during RCS cooldown.

BASIS:

The RCS cooldown and depressurization guidance in guideline ES-O.5 is developed
to prevent void formation in the reactor vessel upper head. This step uses
pressurizer level and upper head level indication to verify that the reactor
vessel head is full. If it is not, then the operator is instructed to use the
reactor vessel head letdown path to reestablish level in the upper head. A
rapid pressurizer level decrease may occur if the reactor vessel head vent is
used to reduce a void.
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STEP: Check If RCS Should Be Depressurized.

PURPOSE: To initiate depressurization of the RCS while maintaining required
RCS subcooling and pressure/temperature requirements.

BASIS:

The pressurizer pressure should be periodically decreased during RCS cooldown
to mainitain the reactor coolant and pressurizer pressure-temperature
relationship in accordance with the Technical Specifications and appropriate
natural circulation cooldown figures. The depressurization can be accomplished
using a pressurizer PORV or the reactor vessel vent path.

For the case where heaters are available, RCS pressure can be maintained at
required pressures via operation of the heaters as necessary. For the case
where PRZR heaters are not available, RCS pressure and temperature limits are
defined in footnote (B).

The RCS subcooling requirement is dependent on the operation of the CRDM fans.
If the fans are operational, adequate reactor vessel head mixing can be assumed
due to the upper head cooling effect provided by the CRDM fans. For this case,
the RCS subcooling requirement (Footnote 10) is provided in guideline ES-O.2.
If the CRDM fans are not available, the more restrictive RCS subcooling
requirement (Footnote 9) is provided.

With normal PRZR spray unavailable, the second priority means for RCS
depressurization is auxiliary spray. However, use of auxiliary spray typically
requires the availability of letdown to warm the auxiliary spray flow to the
PRZR and thus minimize the temperature transient to which the PRZR spray nozzle
is subjected. Consequently, with letdown unavailable, depressurization should
not be performed with the auxiliary spray line since warming of the auxiliary
spray flow cannot be achieved. The next priority depressurization means is the
pressurizer PORV. However, at a high pressurizer level (and small steam space)
even a small steam release may result in a fairly significant RCS pressure
reduction. Consequently, an alternative depressurization means for a natural
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circulation cooldown without letdown is the reactor vessel head vent path. At
high PRZR levels, a small level reduction due to operation of the reactor
vessel head'vent path will result in an effective reduction of RCS pressure.
Both of these means are included in Step 22. If PRZR level is low, the PRZR
PORV is used for RCS depressurization. If level is high, the reactor vessel
head vent is used for RCS depressurization. The pressurizer level setpoint of
50% is used to select which means is to be used for RCS depressurization. It
is noted that the PORV discharge flows and the head vent flows may cause the
PRT rupture disk to rupture during the hot standby period or during the
depressurization to RHR initiation. If the disk does rupture, then
contamination of the containment will limit access for in-containment
activities.

The PRZR PORVs and the reactor vessel head vent paths provide alternative means
to depressurize the RCS. A backup means if necessary is the PRZR auxiliary
spray. Use of this backup may require local operator action to open the
auxiliary spray isolation valve and close the charging line loop isolation
valves as well as potentially subject the PRZR spray nozzle to differential
temperatures in excess of design if letdown is not available.

* FOOTNOTES:

(9) Enter plant specific minimum subcooling requirement or contingency

action as determined in background document.

See WOG ERG Guideline ES-0.2

(10) Enter plant specific minimum subcooling requirement as determined
in background document.

See WOG ERG Guideline ES-O.2.

(B) Enter pressure/temperature limits curve for natural circulation
cooldown without letdown as described in background document.

See Step 15 of ES-0.5.
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STEP: Check If SI System Should Be Locked Out.

PURPOSE: To determine if appropriate plant conditions exist for locking out
SI.

BASIS:

The safety injection accumulator isolation valves should be closed (by whatever
plant specific means necessary) and their power supplies locked out to prevent
the discharge of the accumulator borated water into the RCS when RCS pressure
drops below accumulator pressure. The high-head safety injection pumps should
be locked out to prevent any spurious actuations. The pressure and temperature
criteria from the appropriate Technical Specifications for the plant should be
used to lock out SI.
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STEP: Check If RHR System Can Be Placed In Service.

PURPOSE: To check required conditions and then place RHR System in service.

BASIS:

The RHR System is designed to operate below specific RCS pressure and
temperature conditions. If previous steps to establish RHR system initiation
conditions are not yet complete, this step directs the operator to return to
those steps for continuation of the actions. These steps will eventually
reduce RCS temperatures and pressures to the values at which RHR System
operation can be initiated. The RHR System is placed in service according. to
plant specific procedure when required conditions are established.

For the limiting train cooldown, it is estimated that RHR system operation
should be initiated within 14 hours of the event initiation in order to utilize
the condensate quality CST. The safety-grade ERCWS provides an unlimited
backup source to the AFW system if additional time is required.

FOOTNOTES:

(11) Enter plant specific temperature requirement, including allowances for
normal channel accuracy, for placing RHR System in service.

(12) Enter plant specific pressure requirement, including allowances for
Anormal channel accuracy, for placing RHR System in service.
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STEP: Check RCS Boron Concentration By Sampling - AT COLD SHUTDOWN
CONCENTRATION

PURPOSE: To establish the required boron concentration for cold shutdown
conditions.

BASIS:

After the RHR System is placed in service, it is capable of transferring core
decay heat to the ultimate heat sink. At this time, the secondary heat removal
systems are not required for decay heat removal. Consequently, secondary
inventory is no longer required for decay heat removal.

SFollowing initiation of RHR system operation, it is appropriate to check the
RCS boron concentration prior to continuation of cooldown. If cold shutdown
boron concentration has been achieved, cooldown to cold shutdown conditions can
be continued without any concern as to core criticality. If cold shutdown
boron concentrations have not yet been achieved, it is appropriate to hold RCS
temperatures at the RHR System initiation temperature while attempts are made
to continue boration of the RCS to cold shutdown boron concentration. With the
RHR System is operation, it may be possible for the operator to establish a
letdown path from the RHR System to either the normal letdown system or to an
alternative source such as the RWST. If an RHR System letdown path can be
established, the operator can use the bleed and feed method to complete
boration to cold shutdown conditions. Upon completion of boration to cold
shutdown concentration, the operator can proceed to cooldown to cold shutdown
conditions without concern of core criticality.

If an RHR System letdown path cannot be made available, the operator would
continue RCS cooldown in Step 26 which would continue boration as the RCS
inventory contracts as temperature is reduced.
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STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR ES-O.5 STEP 26

STEP: Continue RCS Cooldown To Cold Shutdown:

PURPOSE: To use RHR System to cool the RCS to cold shutdown conditions.

BASIS:

The RCS must be cooled down to less than 200OF to attain cold shutdown. The
RHR System is used to achieve this temperature in the RCS. During cooldown on
the RHR System, RCS temperature and pressure should be maintained within any
applicable technical specification limitations (Footnote (4)).

FOOTNOTES:

0(4) Enter plant specific limitation as described in background document.
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STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR ES-O.5 STEP 27

STEP: Check PRZR Level.

3

PURPOSE: To maintain PRZR level in an acceptable range during plant
cooldown.

BASIS:

The operator is instructed to maintain the PRZR level in an acceptable range
(i.e., between (G)% and - 90%) to avoid filling the pressurizer or uncovering
the PRZR heaters.

If the PRZR level is too low, the operator is directed to decrease the RCS
cooldown rate or to increase the RCS makeup rate to increase the PRZR level.

*tf the PRZR level is too high, the operator is instructed to control PRZR level
to 90%. The operator is provided with two alternatives for control of PRZR
level. The reactor vessel head vent valves can be used similar to the hot
standby and cooldown to RHR System initiation periods. Alternatively, if an
RHR System letdown path was established in Step 25 or can be established at
this point, it can be used to control RCS inventory.

The value of 90% is selected for the high setpoint since it provides margin to
the "indicated full" value of 100% that is sufficient to allow for normal
channel accuracy plus several percent for operating margin. It also is a value
for control purposes.

If level is less than 90%, the operator is instructed to check that the reactor
vessel head vent path valves and RHR System letdown path valves are closed.

FOOTNOTES:

(G) Enter plant specific value just covering the pressurizer heaters,

including allowances for normal channel accuracy.
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STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR ES-0.5

STEP: Check RCS Pressure:

PURPOSE: To maintain the RCS pressure within acceptable range during the
cooldown using the RHR System.

BASIS:

During plant cooldown using the RHR System, RCS pressure is normally maintained
at the RHR System initiation pressure to ensure adequate RCS pressure for
operation of the RCPs. During a natural circulation cooldown, RCS pressure is
normally maintained at about the same pressure to ensure that void formation
does not occur in inactive portions of the RCS such as the reactor vessel upper
head. The normal method of maintaining RCS pressure is operation of the PRZR
heaters. If the heaters are available, directions are provided to control RCS
pressure at RHR System initiation pressure.

If the heaters are not available, directions are provided to control RCS makeup
flow to control PRZR level to maintain RCS pressure equal to RHR System
initiation pressure. Use of RCP seal injection flow should be adequate for
control of RCS pressure during the cooldown period using the RHR System.

FOOTNOTES:

(12) Enter plant specific pressure requirement, including allowances for
normal channel accuracy, for placing RHR System in service.
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STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR ES-O.2

CAUTION: Depressurizing The RCS Before The Entire RCS Is Less Than 200OF
May Result In Void Formation In The RCS.

PURPOSE: To warn the operator that depressurizing the RCS before the entire
RCS is less than 200OF could allow voids to form.

BASIS:

The caution warns that depressurizing the RCS before the entire RCS (including
the upper head region and steam generator U-tubes) is less than 200 F could
result in void formation. Therefore, while using the-RHR System to cool down
the RCS, actions to cool down the inactive portions of the RCS will also be
performed in subsequent guideline steps.
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STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR ES-O.2 STEP 29

STEP: Continue Cooldown Of Inactive Portion Of RCS:

PURPOSE: To ensure that heat is being removed from the reactor vessel upper
head and SG U-tubes so potential void formation during
depressurization is minimized.

BASIS:

The total core flow during RHR System operation is approximately 2 percent of
full flow. The RHR System flow is even less than the natural circulation flow,
and the reactor vessel upper head will, therefore, remain relatively stagnant
compared to the rest of the RCS (i.e., the RHR System will force minimal
cooling flow into the upper head). Two options are then available for cooling

* of the upper head: 1) run CRDM fans during RHR System operation to cool the
upper head, or 2) without CRDM fans running, wait for the upper head to cool by
conduction before depressurizing the RCS with the RHR System in service.

When the plant is being cooled by the RHR System, the injection from the RHR
System is into the cold legs and the return line to the RHR System is from the
hot leg. Thus the steam generators are not being cooled by the RHR System.
Steam release should, therefore, be used to cool the steam generators from
350°F to less than or equal to 212 0F. The steam release from all steam
generators should be continued until they have stopped steaming. This will
reduce the potential for steam bubble formation in the steam generator U-tubes
upon depressurization of the RCS.
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STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR ES-0.5 -STEP 30

STEP: Determine If RCS Depressurization Is Permitted:

PURPOSE: To ensure that the entire RCS is below 200OF before final

depressurizati on.

.BASIS:

As long as the entire RCS is below 200 0F, depressurization to atmospheric
pressure will not cause any void formation in the system. With CROM fans
running, the upper head should be cooled to below 2000F. Without CRDM fans,
a wait period as discussed in the BASIS section of Step 29 will be necessary to
allow the upper head to cool down below 2000F. Reactor vessel level can also
be used to indicate that saturation conditions are met.

jh e method for determining SG U-tube temperature conditions consists of

0-teaming the SG 's until they stop steaming. At this point the SGs will be
completely depressurized. This then implies that no temperature delta exists
and the primary/secondary temperatures are approximately equal.
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STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR ES-O.2 STEP 31_ _

STEP: Go To Appropriate Plant Procedure.

PURPOSE: To direct the operator to the appropriate plant procedure for RCS

depressurization in the cold shutdown condition.

BASIS:

Cold shutdown conditions are achieved when the RCS temperatures are reduced to

less than 200 0F. Guideline ES-O.5 functions to cool the entire RCS,

including inactive portions, to less than 200
0F. This will permit subsequent

depressurization of the RCS without concern relative to void formation in the

RCS. Once the entire RCS is cooled below 200
0F, guideline ES-O.5 is complete

and the operator is directed to the appropriate plant specific procedure.
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WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT

NATURAL CIRCULATION COOLDOWN EVALUATION

PROGRAM REPORT

APPENDIX A

ES-O.1 REACTOR TRIP RESPONSE REVISIONS
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A. PURPOSE

This guideline provides revisions to Steps 4 and 13 of Westinghouse
Owners Group Emergency Response Guideline ES-O.1, REACTOR TRIP RESPONSE.
Step 4 is revised to isolate charging if letdown is unavailable. Step
13 is revised to transition the operator to ES-O.5, NATURAL CIRCULATION
COOLDOWN WITHOUT LETDOWN, Step 1 if letdown is unavailable.

B. SYMPTOMS OR ENTRY CONDITIONS

This guideline is entered from E-O, REACTOR TRIP OR SAFETY INJECTION,
Step 4, when SI is neither actuated nor required.
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Number Title

ES-O. 1 1 RE

FSTEP

:ACTOR TRIP RESPONSE

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE -I1 RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

4 Check PRZR Level Control:

a. Level - GREATER THAN (6)%

b. Verify charging and letdown - IN
SERVICE

c. Level - TRENDING TO (7)%

a. Perform the following:
1) Verify letdown isolation. IF

NOT, THEN manually isolate.
2) Ve-rify"PRZR heaters off. IF

NOT, THEN manually turn
Off.

3) Control charging to restore
PRZR level greater than (6)%.

4) WHEN PRZR level greater than
(6)%, THEN place letdown in
service and reenergize PRZR
heaters as necessary.

5) Go to Step 4c.

b. Manually place in service:
[Enter plant specific means].

c. Control charging and letdown to
maintain level at (7)%.
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Revised Guideline ES-O.I, Step 4

FSTEP ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE-] RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED I
4 Check PRZR Level Control:

a. Level - GREATER THAN (6)%

b. Verify letdown - IN SERVICE

c. Verify Charging - IN SERVICE

d. Level - TRENDING TO (7)%

a. Perform the following:
1) Verify letdown isolation. IF

NOT, THEN manually isolate.
2) Verify-PRZR heaters off. IF

NOT, THEN manually turn
o--f .

3) Control charging to restore
PRZR level greater than (6)%.

4) WHEN PRZR level greater than
(6)%, THEN place letdown in
service and reenergize PRZR
heaters as necessary.

5) Go to Step 4c.

b. Place normal letdown or excess

letdown in service:

[Enter plant specific means]

IF letdown established, THEN
to Step 4c. IF NOT, THEN

isolate charging flow and go to
Step 5.

c. Place charging in service.

d. Control charging and letdown to
maintain level at (7)%.
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NATURAL CIRCULATION COOLDOWN
WITHOUT LETDOWN

Rev./Date

0 8-1-89
Watts Bar

A. PURPOSE

This guideline provides actions to perform a natural circulation RCS
cooldown and depressurization to cold shutdown, with no accident in
progress and without normal letdown capability (i.e., normal or excess
etdown), under requirements that will preclude any upper head void

formation.

B. SYMPTOMS OR ENTRY CONDITIONS

This guideline is entered from ES-O.1, REACTOR TRIP RESPONSE Step 13, when
it has been determined that a natural circulation cooldown without normal
letdown capability is required.
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NATURAL CIRCULATION COOLDOWN
WITHOUT LETDOWN

STEP . I ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE - F RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED I
CAUTION If SI actuation occurs during this guideline,

E-O, REACTOR TRIP OR SAFETY INJECTION, should be
performed.

NOTE

1 Try to Restore Normal Letdown
Capability:

c3 Normal letdown line

o Excess letdown line

2 Check Charging Line Isolation
Valves - CLOSED

3 Check RCP Seal Injection Flow -
WITHIN LIMITS OF (A) GPM

Close charging line isolation
valves.

Manually or locally throttle RCP
seal injection flow.

CAUTION o Alternate water sources for charging pumps
will be necessary if BAT level decreases to
less than (K). Priority is alternate BAT
followed by RWST.

4 Align Charging Pump Suction For
RCS Boration

a. BAT level - GREATER THAN (K)%

b. Reactor Makeup Control System -
AVAILABLE

a. Align charging pump suction to
RWST.

b. Align boric acid transfer

IF RMCS not available, THEN
a-ign BAT emergency boration line.

Go to Step 5.

c. Set for borate control and maximum
boration.

2 of 15

Foldout page should be open.

If letdown can be established, recovery should
continue using guideline ES-0.2, NATURAL
CIRCULATION COOLDOWN.

Throughout this guideline "active" refers to an
SG in which narrow range level is greater than
(C)% or AFW flow is greater than (E) gpm.
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NATURAL CIRCULATION COOLDOWN
WITHOUT LETDOWN

FSTEP I ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE F RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED I

5 Check Core Shutdown Margin By
Sampling:

a. Shutdown Margin - GREATER THAN
(F)% DELTA K/K

a. Borate to establish required
shutdown margin.

6 Check PRZR Level:

a. PRZR level - GREATER THAN (G)%

b. PRZR level - LESS THAN 90%

c. Check reactor vessel head vent

path valves - CLOSED

7 Verify PRZR Heaters - AVAILABLE

a. Increase RCS makeup to increase
PRZR level greater than (G)%.

b. Control Valves in one reactor
vessel head vent path to maintain
PRZR level equal to 90%. Go to
Step 7.

c. Close reactor vessel head vent
path valves.

Try to restore availability of
PRZR heaters.

8 Check RCS Pressure:

a. RCS pressure - LESS THAN (H) PSIG.

b. PRZR HTRS - AVAILABLE

c. RCS pressure - EQUAL TO 2235 PSIG

a. Verify PORV block valves open.

b. Perform the following:

1) Control RCS makeup flow to
maintain RCS pressure greater
than (5) psig

E Increase RCP seal
injection flow as
necessary

o Establish charging flow
as necessary

2) Go to Step 9,

c. Control PRZR HTRS to maintain RCS
pressure equal to 2235 psig.
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NATURAL CIRCULATION COOLDOWN
WITHOUT LETDOWN

IsTEP I ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I F RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED I

9 Check SG Levels:

a. Narrow range level - GREATER THAN
(C)%

b. Control feed
narrow range
and (I)%

a. Maintain total feed flow greater
than (D) gpm until narrow range
level greater than (C)% in at
least two SGs.

flow to maintain
level between (C)%

10 Verify All CRDM Fans and Lower
Compartment Fans - RUNNING

11 Verify Containment Ventilation
Fans - RUNNING

Try to start all fans.

Try to start all fans.

CAUTION o Alternate water sources for AFW pumps will be
necessary if CST level decreases to less than
(1).

12 Initiate RCS Cooldown To Cold
Shutdown:

a. Maintain cooldown rate in RCS cold
legs - LESS THAN (2)'F/HR

b. Maintain RCS subcooling - GREATER
THAN (J)'F

c. Maintain RCS temperature and
pressure - WITHIN LIMITS OF (4)

d. Dump steam
active SGs

to condenser from d. Manually or
from active
IF SG PORVs
THEN return

locally dump steam
SGs using SG PORVs.
cannot be opened,
to Step 3.

e. Close MSIV for any inactive SG
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ES-0.5 NATURAL CIRCULATION COOLDOWN 0 8-1-89
WITHOUT LETDOWN Watts Bar

7STEP ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED I
13 Depressurize RCS to (5) PSIG:

a. Check PRZR level - LESS THAN 50% a. Perform the following:

1) Open valves in one reactor
vessel head vent path until
RCS pressure less than
(5) MG.

2) Close reactor vessel head vent
path valves.

3) Go to Step 14.

b. Open one PRZR PORV until RCS
pressure - LESS THAN (5) PSIG

c. Close PRZR PORV c. Close PORV block valve.

CAUTION SI actuation circuits will automatically unblock
if RCS pressure increases to greater than
(6) psig.

14 Block SI Actuation:

u Low PRZR pressure
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Title

NATURAL CIRCULATION COOLDOWN
WITHOUT LETDOWN

I ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I
SI RSOSNOOBAND I

15 Check RCS Pressure and Temperature
Conditions:

a. PRZR HTRS - AVAILABLE

b. CRDM Fans and Lower Compartment
Fans - ALL RUNNING

a. Perform the following:

1) Maintain RCS pressure and
temperatures within the limits
of (B).

2) Control RCS makeup rate to
control RCS pressure:

o Increase RCP seal
injection flow as
necessary.

o Establish charging flow
as necessary

3) Decrease RCS cooldown rate as
necessary to control RCS
pressure.

4) Go to Step 16.

b. Perform the following:

1) Maintain RCS subcooling based
on core exit TCs greater than
(9)'F.

2) Go to Step 16.

c. Maintain RCS subcooling based on
core exit TCs - GREATER THAN
(10)"F

16 Continue RCS Cooldown:

a. Cooldown rate in RCS cold legs -
LESS THAN (2)'F/HR

b. Maintain RCS temperature, pressure
and subcooling limits of
Step 15.

c. Maintain RCS temperature and
pressure - WITHIN LIMITS OF (4)

a. Adjust cooldown rate as necessary.

6 of 15
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NATURAL CIRCULATION-COOLDOWN
WITHOUT LETDOWN

FSTEP
I ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I

17 Check PRZR Level:

a. PRZR level - GREATER THAN (G)%

b. PRZR level - LESS THAN 90%

c. Check reactor vessel head vent
path - CLOSED

18 Check RCP Seal Injection Flow -
WITHIN LIMITS OF (A) GPM

19 Check Core Shutdown Margin By
Sampling:

F RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED I

-a. Increase PRZR level greater than
(G)%

o Decrease RCS cooldown rate

-OR-

o Increase RCS makeup rate.

b. Control valves in one reactor
vessel head vent path to maintain
PRZR level equal to 90%. Go to
Step 18.

c. Close reactor vessel head vent
path valves.

Manually or locally throttle RCP
seal injection flow to within
limits of (A) gpm unless it was
changed to control PRZR level or
to borate RCS to establish
required shutdown margin.

a. Shutdown margin
(F)% DELTA K/K

GREATER THAN a. Establish required shutdown
margin:

D Increase RCS boration rate.

-OR-

o Decrease RCS cooldown rate.

7 of 15
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Title
NATURAL CIRCULATION COOLDOWN

WITHOUT LETDOWN

I ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED I

20 Check If Inactive SGs Should Be
Depressurized:

a. Inactive SG level - LESS THAN (C)%

b. AFW flow to Inactive SG - LESS
THAN (E) GPM

c. Inactive SG - pressure GREATER
THAN 400 PSI ABOVE ACTIVE SG
PRESSURE

d. Open inactive SG PORV until SG
Sressure - EQUAL TO ACTIVE SGRESSURE

e. Close inactive SG PORV.

NOTE

21 Check If Reactor Vessel Upper Head
Is Full:

o Upper Head level - FULL

o PRZR Level - NO UNEXPECTED
LARGE VARIATIONS

a. Go to Step 21.

b. Go to Step 21.

c. Go to Step 21

d. Perform the following:

1) Attempt to open alternate
steam vent path until inactive
SG pressure is.equal to active
SG pressure.

2) Close alternate steam vent
path.

3) Go to Step 21.

Increase reactor vessel upper head
level:

a. Control valves in one reactor
vessel head ventpath until
upper head is full.

b. Close reactor vessel
path valves.

head vent

8 of 15
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If at any time it is determined that a natural
circulation cooldown and depressurization must
performed at a rate that may form a steam void
the vessel, Step 21 should be repeated.



FSTEP ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

22 Check If RCS Should Be
Depressurized:

a. PRZR HTRS - AVAILABLE

b. CRDM Fans and Lower Compartment
Fans - ALL RUNNING

c. Maintain RCS subcooling based on
core exit TCs - GREATER THAN
(1O)'F

d. RCS depressurization - REQUIRED
PER RCS PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE
LIMITS

e. PRZR le-vel - LESS THAN 50%

f. Open one PRZR
the following
satisfied:

a. Maintain RCS pressure and
temperature within limits of (B).
Go to Step 22d.

b. Perform the following:

1) Maintain RCS subcooling based
on core exit TCs greater than
(9)'F.

2) Go to Step 22d.

d. Go to Step 23.

e. Decrease PRZR level to decrease
RCS pressure:

1) Control valves in one reactor
vessel head vent path until
EITHER of the following
conditions are satisfied:

o PRZR level less than 50%.

-OR-

a RCS pressure equal to
limit.

2) Close reactor vessel head
letdown path valves.

3) Go to Step 23.

PORV until EITHER of
conditions are

o] RCS pressure equal to limit

-OR-

0 PRZR level greater than 90%
Step continued on next page
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Tit le

NATURAL CIRCULATION COOLDOWN
WITHOUT LETDOWN

FsTEP ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE

g. Close PRZR PORV

23 Check If SI System Should Be
Locked Out:

a. [Enter plant specific requirements
for locking out SI System) -
SATISFIED

b. [Enter plant specific means for
locking out SI System]

24 Check If RHR System Can Be Placed

In Service:

a. RCS Temperature - LESS THAN (11)'F

b. RCS Pressure - LESS THAN (12) PSIG

c. Place RHR System in Service using
[Enter plant specific procedure
number and title]

25 Check RCS Boron Concentration By
Sampling - AT COLD SHUTDOWN
CONCENTRATION

RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

g. Close PORV block valve.

a. DO NOT LOCK OUT SI SYSTEM.
Continue with Step 24. WHEN
requirements met, THEN do Step
23b.

a. Return to Step 15.

b. Return to Step 15.

Perform the following:

1) Establish a letdown path from
the RHR system.

2) Borate RCS to cold shutdown
boron concentration.

26 Continue RCS Cooldown to Cold
Shutdown:

a. Maintain RCS temperature and
pressure - WITHIN LIMITS OF (4)
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Title
NATURAL CIRCULATION COOLDOWN

WITHOUT LETDOWN

IsTEP I ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED I
27 Check PRZR Level:

a. PRZR level - GREATER THAN (G)%

b. PRZR level - LESS THAN 90%

c. Check reactor vessel head vent
path valves - CLOSED

d. Check RHR System letdown path
valves - CLOSED

a. Increase PRZR level greater than
(G)%:

o Decrease RCS cooldown rate.

-OR-

o Increase RCS makeup rate.

b. Perform the following:

1) Maintain PRZR level equal to
90%:

o Control valves in RHR

system letdown path.

-OR-

o Control valves in one
reactor vessel head vent
path

2) Go to Step 28.

c. Close reactor vessel head vent
path valves.

d. Close RHR System letdown path
valves.

28 Check RCS Pressure:

a. RCS pressure - EQUAL TO (12) PSIG a. Control PRZR HTRS to maintain RCS
pressure equal to (12) psig.
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e
NATURAL CIRCULATION COOLDOWN

WITHOUT LETDOWN

IsTEP I ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE7

Rev./Date

0 8-1-89
Watts Bar

RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

CAUTION Depressurizing the RCS before the entire RCS is
less than 200*F may result in void formation in
the RCS.

29 Continue Cooldown Of Inactive
Portion Of RCS:

c3 Cool upper head region using
CRDM fans and lower
compartment fans

c Cool SG U-tubes by dumping
steam from all SGs

30 Determine If RCS Depressurization
Is Permitted:

a. RCS hot leg temperatures - LESS

THAN 200°F

b. Upper head level - FULL

c. SG pressures -DEPRESSURIZED

DO NOT DEPRESSURIZE RCS.
Return to Step 25.

COMPLETELY

31 Go To Appropriate Plant Procedure

-END-
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Number Title Rev./Date

ES-0.5 NATURAL CIRCULATION COOLDOWN 0 8-1-89
WITHOUT LETDOWN Watts Bar

FOOTNOTES

(1) Enter plant specific value corresponding to CST low level
switchover setpoint in plant specific units.

(2) Enter plant specific maximum cooldown rate as determined in
background document.

(4) Enter plant specific limitation as described in background

document.

(5) Enter plant specific pressure 50 psi below permissive to block SI.

(6) Enter plant specific pressure at which SI unblocks.

(9) Enter plant specific minimum subcooling requirement or contingency
action as determined in background document.

(10) Enter plant specific minimum subcooling requirement as determined
in background document.

(11) Enter plant specific temperature requirement, including allowances
for normal channel accuracy, for placing RHR System in service.

(12) Enter plant specific pressure requirement, including allowances
for normal channel accuracy, for placing RHR System in service.

(A) Enter RCP seal injection range to minimize RCS inventory addition
as described in background document.

(B) Enter pressure/temperature limits curve for natural circulation
cooldown without letdown as described in background document.
(Figure attached)

(C) Enter plant specific value showing SG level just in the narrow
range, including allowances for normal channel accuracy.

(D) Enter minimum safeguards AFW flow requirement for heat removal
plus allowances for normal channel accuracy (typically one MD AFW
pump capacity at SG design pressure),

(E) Enter one-half of footnote (D)

(F) Enter plant specific technical specification requirement for Core
Shutdown Margin for Modes 3 and 4.

(G) Enter plant specific value just covering the pressurizer heaters,
including allowances for normal channel accuracy.

(H) Enter pressurizer PORV pressure setpoint.
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ES-0.5 I NATURAL CIRCULATION COOLDOWN 0 8-1-89
WITHOUT LETDOWN Watts Bar

FOOTNOTES

(I) Enter plant specific value for SG narrow range no-load level.

(J) Enter sum of temperature and pressure measurement system errors,
including allowances for normal channel accuracies, translated
into temperature using saturation tables.

(K) Enter plant specific value corresponding to BAT low level setpoint
in plant specific units requiring transfer to charging pump
suction to alternate water source.
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NATURAL CIRCULATION COOLDOWN
WITHOUT LETDOWN

FOOTNOTES

Footnote 8): Pressure and Temperature

Operational Limits

Curvea (1970 psi)

RCS Hot Log Terperatwe F)

FIGURE FOR FOOTNOTE (B)

1. The cooldown and depressurization scheme given on this figure should
be performed in conjunction with the guideline steps in ES-O.5.

2. Maintain RCS subcooling greater than (J)°F.

3. Maintain RCS pressure and temperature within ACCEPTABLE operating
region as specified in Figure.

4. During cooldown to (11)°F, do not initiate RCS depressurization in
guideline step unless RCS pressure at upper limit.
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